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Another Great Week at Youth Camp 2018!

- by Sandra Morris, Youth Camp Coordinator.

Photos are Courtesy of Ostomy Canada Campers + Volunteers, via Lisa Gausman, Senior Editor Ostomy Canada Magazine,
VP Calgary Ostomy Society, Ostomy Canada Youth Camp Co-Administrator

T

his year the Vancouver Chapter sponsored a record number of campers, more
than in any previous year, to attend
the Ostomy Youth Camp! We sponsored
12 campers, 8 girls and 4 boys. We are
able to do this because of the generous
donations we receive from our membership, their friends and family, community groups, and other donors.
I’ve been the Youth Camp Coordinator
for going on 10 years (!) and every year
I write an article about camp for the
Sept/Oct issue of our newsletter. Before
I launch into it, I’d like to direct you to the Letters & News section, where there
are several notes of thanks and appreciation from some of our campers and their
parents. What they have to say captures how important, beneficial, life-changing…..
going to camp is for these kids. Their letters, more than anything I could write,
demonstrate this.
. . . Are you back? Here’s some information about the Ostomy Youth Camp:

Who are our campers?

The camp is for children with ostomies, or
who may require surgery in future resulting
in an ostomy. They range in age from 9 to
19. (Our youngest camper was 12). They may
have an ileostomy, colostomy, mitrofanoff,
and/or cecostomy. The reasons for their
ostomies include inflammatory bowel disease
(ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s), birth defects
(spina bifida, bladder exstrophy) and accidents.

Where is the Ostomy Youth Camp?

The Ostomy Youth Camp takes place at Camp Horizon, an Easter Seals camp located
near Bragg Creek, Alberta, just southwest of Calgary. Ostomy Canada contracts
with Easter Seals, which operates and manages the camp. Kids come from all across
Canada to attend the Ostomy Youth Camp. (Our 12 sponsored campers all live in
British Columbia).

How do we find potential new campers?

I’d like to give a big thank you to Heidi Barber, the Urinary Nurse Clinician, and
Amie Nowak, the GI Nurse Clinician (ET Nurse) at BC Children’s Hospital. When
I took on the job of Youth Camp Coordinator, I sought them out and asked them to
spread the word about camp to their patients and families. They have worked hard
Cont. page 5
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; Largest ostomy supplier in BC
; FREE in-person consultations with
ostomy (ET) and continence nurses
+
; FREE shipping on orders $100
; 90-day return policy
; Direct bill to PharmaCare, NIHB,
WCB, ICBC, DVA
; Chinese-language assistance

有講漢語的工作人員
BOOK YOUR FREE FITTING
APPOINTMENT TODAY
www.nightingalemedical.ca
info@nightingalemedical.ca
VANCOUVER - SOUTH | 125 - 408 East Kent Ave S. | Ph: 604.879.9101 | 1.800.663.5111 | F: 604.879.3342
VANCOUVER - BROADWAY | 104 - 950 W Broadway | Ph: 604.563.0422 | 1.800.663.5111 | F: 604.336.3179
LANGLEY | 103 - 19909 64th Ave | Ph:604.427.1988 | 1.855.427.1988 | F: 604.427.1989
COQUITLAM | #3 - 2773 Barnet Hwy | Ph: 778.941.9985 | F: 778.941.9029
WHITE ROCK | 1477 Johnston Rd | Ph: 604.536.4061 | 1.877.386.8773 | F: 604.536.4018
VICTORIA | 815 Bay St | Ph: 250.475.0007 | 1.855.475.0007 | F: 250.475.0004
KAMLOOPS | 632 Victoria St | Ph: 250.377.8844 | 1.877.377.8845 | F: 250.377.8889
VERNON | 111 - 3400 Coldstream Ave | Ph: 250.545.7033 | 1.800.545.8977 | F: 250.558.0034
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CUI Undergarments

Marlen Flange XtendersTM
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wear for peace of mind -
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request a
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info@marlencanada.ca | orders@marlencanada.ca
T: 604.638.2761 | 1.844.379.9101 | F: 604.879.3342
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As many as one in two ostomates develop a hernia postoperatively. A hernia support belt can help prevent hernia
formation, or provide additional support and security if one
is already present. Different levels of support are available
to provide a balance between support and comfort.

CALL OR EMAIL TODAY TO BOOK
A FREE FITTING APPOINTMENT
www.nightingalemedical.ca
info@nightingalemedical.ca
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From Your President
Hello Everyone! I hope you all had a good summer and my word,
wasn’t it a hot one? As this issue goes to press, BC is struggling
to contain nearly 600 wildfires and the air quality in Vancouver
is officially worse than that in Beijing, China. I was kidding with
Carol Pew out in head office near Toronto that we would be happy
to take some of the rain that is flooding them! I’m hoping that any
of you who are near the fires are managing and come out of fire
season OK.
I was in Italy / Europe for much of July and yikes, was it hot
there. Mid to high 90s almost every day. I was reminded of the last issue’s article written
by young Justin Reiher who became severely dehydrated while in Italy and I can certainly
understand how that can happen now. I drank water constantly while outside. I also noticed that restaurants routinely set two bottles of water in front of you as soon as you sat
down -- one sparkling and one still. (You pay for them of course, but it’s wise to consume
both. Along with your wine, of course.)
Those of you who are on the electronic email list received a notice from me last month regarding an especially offensive cigarette package warning proposed by the Tobacco Control Directorate of Canada that depicted ostomies in an especially repellant and negative
manner. Many of you responded to the call by writing letters of protest, as did folks from
the Comox Valley and Mid-Island ostomy support groups. I am most pleased to report
that the ad has been withdrawn. I include the letter of response from Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety. Kudos and thank you to everyone who wrote.
Don’t forget our AGM will be Saturday, September 22 and our annual Christmas luncheon/kids’ party will be December 1, at the Holiday Inn, North Shore, 700 lillooet Road.
Mark your calendars!

- Debra

Published by the Vancouver, BC United Ostomy Association Chapter of Ostomy Canada
Society,
Box 74570, 2768 West Broadway,
Vancouver, BC V6K 2G4
A non-profit volunteer support group for
ostomates.
Chapter website:
http://uoacvancouver.weebly.com/
NATIONAL OFFICE:
Ostomy Canada Society
5800 Ambler Drive, Suite 210
Mississauga, ON L4W 4J4
Telephone: 1-905-212-7111
FAX: 1-905-212-9002
Toll Free: 1-888-969-9698
E-Mail: info1@ostomycanada.ca
Staffed Office Hours:
Tuesday – Thursday
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Telephone will be answered by receptionist
Monday and Friday

PLEASE NOTE
Articles and information printed in this
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by
the Ostomy Canada Society and may not be
applicable to everybody. Please consult your
own doctor or ET nurse for the medical advice
that is best for you.
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lETTERS & news
THANK YOU NOTES FROM
CAMPERS & PARENTS

Hi Sandra,
I would like to say thank you to you and all of
the staff, volunteers and sponsors that made
this year’s camp possible. Like it is every year,
camp proved to be one of the highlights of my
year. From rafting to high ropes courses to mud
fights, there was always something going on.
I used to be very self-conscious about my
condition, but every year after camp I come
home more self confident. Having been going to camp for seven years, I can’t imagine
what I would have done without it and I can’t
wait for next year. Camp will always have a
special place in my heart because it’s a time
and a place where I have always been encouraged to be myself and accepted. Most of all,
though, I’m going to miss the friends that I’ve
made here. Whether we’ve known each other
for a year or seven, I can’t imagine the world
without them.
So thank you to all of you who helped organize
this year’s camp because in previous years I
know that I’ve had a fun time, but it wasn’t
until this year that I became fully aware of the
impact that camp has had on me. When I look
back and think of all of the incredible experiences that I’ve had at camp, I know that these
beautiful memories will last a lifetime.
- Sarah Kadach
From Brynn’s Facebook Page……
I made this YouTube video (https://
www.facebook.com/100005561195834/
posts/800792256782807/) because I wanted
to show how amazing, and life changing this
camp truly is. When I got my ostomies, I lost
my spark. I lost my enthusiasm and energy and
my confidence. It’s weird to think really that
7 years (and like 5 days per year) has changed
me so much, that people who I only see once
per year has made such a big impact... but it
has. 35 days over the 7 years with these amazing folks (as Sarah so lovingly has reminded
me) changed me for the better.

Going to camp gave me a place I could be
myself, fully, medical talk, crazy stupid risks
and all. Even better, camp gave me so many
wonderful friends and people... I can’t even begin to express how blessed I am in that regard.
Because you can go rafting, go on a zipline,
and have a mudfight without camp... but I
wouldn’t have met people who ‘got it’, without
camp. I wouldn’t have gotten to experience
these memories without these kind, understanding, brave and maybe even a lil bit crazy
people. For that I’m so grateful.
I used to go to camp because it was fun. However the older I got, the more I went for the
people, to just get those 5 days a year in with
them ; Because they all light up my life a lil
more, in their own unique ways.
It was my last year here, after 7 years... and I
wanted to make this because if any other kids
out there like I did feel uncomfortable in their
skin, maybe just got out of surgery, and feel
alone with what they have, whether it be a
ileostomy, colostomy, cecostomy, mitrofanoff
or what have you, just know there are people
out there and a place out there that understands,
that doesn’t judge you. That is fun and accepting and yes, a home away from home.
So thank you, Janet Loosemore-Paquet, Lisa
Gausman and Pat for arranging camp so I can
meet up with all these people I love and care
about each year.
- Brynn Brandon
Hi Sandra,
Here’s my answers to your questions:
• What I liked most about camp was that I got
to meet other kids like me.
• I would recommend camp to other kids,
because it’s a great opportunity to meet others
with challenges like mine.
• My favorite camp activities were swimming,
high ropes and the pedal carts. But there is so
much more than just that for us to discover at
camp.
• I would like to suggest more Smor-eo’s
(Smore’s and Oreo’s) as a fun snack. :)
• The weather this year was mostly sunny.
There was a little bit of rain on one of the days,

but other than that it was mostly sun and little,
fluffy, white clouds.
• The counsellors in my cabin were kind, helpful and funny. One of the counsellors let me do
two tattoos on her (with marker).
• The adult volunteers were friendly and
helpful.
• As for those of you who helped send me
to camp, I want to say a BIG thank you for
this opportunity to meet others like me at
camp, and I hope that other kids can have
that same opportunity too.
• I really hope that I can go back next year.
I enjoyed being at camp Horizon, and I
would like to go back as many times as I can
so that I could see my new friends that I made,
who come from all over Canada.
- Jessica Mackie (Camper)
Dear Sandra,
I want to tell you again how much I loved
going to camp! I feel really lucky to have had
the opportunity to go. It was my very first time
away from home without a parent. When I was
in grade 6, all my classmates went to grade 6
camp and they said they had an amazing time.
I wasn’t able to go so I felt like I had missed
out on something great. When I went to Camp
Horizon, however, I felt like I now understood
what they were talking about – experiencing
nature and the outdoors and trying fun new activities. It was the first time I ever met anyone
else with a cecostomy! Here at home none of
my friends know about my cecostomy because
I am afraid of being bullied. At camp I didn’t
have to worry about being judged. It was no
big deal for me to spend over an hour in the
bathroom doing my bowel washout.
I would like to ask you to please tell the donors
that I am so grateful! Their generosity allowed
me to experience summer camp like a normal
kid and to meet other kids who have health
issues similar to mine. I especially loved the
ropes courses, the rock climbing wall and the
cont. page 22

OSTOMY SOCIAL 20 - 50 yr olds

A Casual Gathering for Younger Ostomy Folks
Thursday, October 18, 6:30 - 8:30 PM

A safe place to be yourself and share experiences. See familiar faces and meet new friends. An ET
(NSWOC) nurse will be present to answer questions and provide insight. GUEST SPEAKER:
Charlotte Reiher, Registered Physiotherapist http://ptworks.ca/
RSVP: unitedostomy 2017@gmail.com
WHERE?
VPL - OAKRIDGE LIBRARY at OAKRIDGE CENTRE Vancouver, BC
191 - 650 West 41st Ave. • Oakridge Meeting Room
Sponsored by Vancouver United Ostomy Association,
an affiliated chapter of Ostomy Canada Society
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YOUTH CAMP 2018 cont. from page 1

to ensure that any kid having
ostomy surgery knows about
camp, and to connect me with
their families. Without Amie
and Heidi, may kids would
miss out on the opportunity to
attend camp.

What programs and activities are provided at Camp
Horizon?

While our campers all are living with some form of ostomy,
first and foremost, they are
regular kids who enjoy having
the opportunity to get together
and experience regular camp
activities. The facility has a
pool, an archery range, an art
studio, a rock climbing wall,
a high rope adventure course,
and the ‘giant swing’. They also go white water rafting,
hiking, and biking. Highlights of the week include a dance
and an overnight
campout.

What does it cost?

It costs about $1,100
to sponsor a child to
attend camp. Camp
registration fees are
$620 and return
airfare to Calgary was
just under $500. All
funds are provided by
the Vancouver Chapter, through our Wendy Irvine Youth
Fund. As indicated above, this fund is made up of donations from our members, their families, and others who
recognize the
enormous
benefits the
kids receive
from attending camp.
(See sidebar).
All donations,
large and
small, make a
difference. (A
big shout-out
to Zach Johnson, a former camper who donated the $50
door prize he won at our Christmas Luncheon last December). If you would like to help to sponsor a child to attend
camp in 2019, we welcome your donation!

How does the Ostomy Youth Camp make a difference?

For many kids, the most important part of camp is being

in a place where they feel
they can be themselves. All
the kids are dealing with
similar issues, and for many
it’s the first time they don’t
feel alone. The younger
kids get to see how the older
ones cope and manage as
they become teenagers and
young adults. A highlight
of the week is the Magic
Circle, where the kids can
open up about their own
experiences and share some
of their struggles, in a safe,
supportive environment. The support they receive from
the counsellors, ET Nurses, Adult Volunteers (who all have
ostomies) and, most importantly, the other campers fuels
their self-confidence and builds self-esteem. Although
camp is only for 6 days,
the kids stay in touch
throughout the year, often texting or on Facebook, so their mutual
support lasts long after
camp ends. And when
the next summer rolls
around, they’re anxious
to meet up with their
old friends and meet
the new campers.
Many of the kids say
that camp has changed
their lives. Because of
this, we believe the Ostomy Youth Camp is one of the most
important programs provided by Ostomy Canada, and
supported by the Vancouver Chapter and other Chapters
across the country.
The campers and their parents are extremely appreciative
of the opportunity to
attend camp
and thank the
donors for
their generosity. (Again,
I urge you
to check out
our Letters &
News section
– the notes
from the kids and parents make it all worth it!) q
Photos are Courtesy of Ostomy Canada Campers + Volunteers, via Lisa Gausman, Senior
Editor Ostomy Canada Magazine, VP Calgary Ostomy Society, Ostomy Canada Youth
Camp Co-Administrator
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Becoming a Wound Ostomy
Continence Nurse - the Education
and More
By: Lauren Wolfe RN, BSN, CWOCN MacDonald’s
Prescriptions Fairmont

A Wound Ostomy Continence (WOC)
nurse is a registered nurse who has
specialized as a WOC nurse. You may
refer to your WOC nurse as an Ostomy
nurse, a Stoma nurse or even an ET
nurse (Enterostomal nurse) or more
recently NSWOC (Nurse specialized in
Wound, Ostomy and Continence).
To become a WOC nurse you need
to have completed a Nursing degree.
Once you have a minimum of one two years of nursing experience you
can apply to be accepted into the training program to be WOC or NSWOC
nurse.
There are a few different programs
that a nurse can attend, one in Canada
called NSWOCC (Nurses Specialized in
Wound Ostomy Continence Canada)
previously known as the CAET (Canadian Association of Enterostomal
nurses) as well as a few different
American schools of which Emory
University and the Cleveland Clinic are
the most popular.
A WOC nurse needs to complete all 4
theoretical components of the program followed by a clinical practicum.
This allows you to apply the theory
learnt into practice to become a specialist in Wound, Ostomy and Continence. Once a nurse has completed
their training they have the option of
becoming certified in the US. Certification is completed through the Wound,
Ostomy, and Continence Nursing
Certification Board. To preceptor WOC
students one must maintain certification; US certification can be in the
form of exams or continuing education. Recertification is every 5 years.
In Canada one can do the Canadian
Nurses Association Certification exam
(CNA). CNA certification is a nationally recognized nursing specialty credential for registered nurses.
Not all WOC nurses practice the same.

Many nurses do become trained in
Wound, Ostomy and Continence but
to be a WOCn nurse is more than the
training. There are seven manufactures of Ostomy products available in
Canada and understanding the differences between their products takes
time and insight. The ability to differentiate products and guide a person
living with an Ostomy in selecting the
right product takes time, experience
and commitment. It is not about what
I as a WOC nurse like but rather the
ability to help guide you in selecting
the product that meets your stoma,
skin and lifestyle needs.
Your WOC nurse needs to recognize
skin and stoma complications, be able
to treat them as well seek guidance
from your surgeon or specialists as
needed. Connecting and communicating with your medical team is an
essential conponent.
A WOC nurse needs to embrace the
profession, connect with you and have
a level of insight and ability to adapt
to different and changing situations
that occur on a daily basis. Helping
you to adapt to life with an Ostomy is
of utmost importance. To do this your
stoma nurse needs to make you feel
that you are the most important person around. They need to be knowledgeable and have the ability to create
an environment that you feel comfortable talking to them in.

Andrew (a patient) suggests:
WOCN’s can only be good at their job
if they understand that the needs of
their patients are unique on two levels:
Firstly the needs of someone who finds
themselves with a stoma are different
to just about any other kind of medical
situation. It’s not a broken bone or a
torn muscle that is replicated and repeatable and predictable: it’s a lifestyle
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and physical situation that you’ll never
be able to compare to anything else.
Also, the needs of your patients are
emotional as well as physiological.
It’s one thing coming to terms with
your need for a stoma but the anger
and disappointment and frustration
and embarrassment and fear are not
things you experience with many other
injuries or illnesses.
Finally, a WOCN who provides 9-5
care to a patient and ticks the bare
minimum of boxes is likely to have
patients who are scared and feel alone
with one of the most challenging experiences of their life.

Andrew goes on to identify 10
things that make a great WOC
nurse:
1. Being calm and exuding that you
have a lot of experience
2. Being flexible and accommodating
3. Making me feel like I was never
alone - that I always had a professional nearby to help me if I got
stuck.
4. Being familiar with challenges and
problems and how to tackle them.
5. Knowing the products and options
to try and when to stick with the
best combinations.
6. Being hands-on in the early days
and helping get use to something
(the stoma) that initially felt repulsive and scary and alien.
7. Telling me when I did things not
quite right but (of equal importance)
reassuring me when I did things
right.
8. Using technology to communicate
and manage challenges when not
face-to-face.
9. Making me feel like I’m your most
important patient and that you’re
there for me in a way that family
can’t be.
10. Going above and beyond because
stomas don’t stick to a 9-5 schedule.
In conclusion I say to all my student nurses wishing to complete the
Wound, Ostomy and Continence
course that this is not a job to me it is
a life. I can give you the training but I
can’t instill in you the care, compassion, dedication and thinking outside
the box that this job requires. q

20 miles this week
2 successful mergers
0 irritation around his stoma

Inspired by You!
You’ve never been one to let life slow you down. Every challenge is met with the confidence
that comes from knowing life is all about the journey. And that confidence is an inspiration
to us every day at Hollister.
For more than 50 years, we’ve been delivering customer-inspired innovations that have
helped make life more rewarding and dignified for those who use our products. Because
for us, there’s nothing more inspiring than seeing people like you getting back to doing what
you love.
For more information call our customer service at 1-800-263-7400.
www.hollister.com
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Same cancer, worse
results and twice the cost
in the US - By Jen Christensen, CNN
Updated 4:03 PM ET, Fri June 1, 2018

CNN)Americans paid twice as much
as Canadians for health care, but they
didn’t get twice the benefit, according to a new study of patients with
advanced colorectal cancer who lived,
in some cases, mere miles from each
other.
The patients had similar diagnoses, levels of education, financial
situations and other demographics that commonly affect health
outcomes and mortality. Some of
their ages were different, but the
biggest difference between them
is on which side of the border
they live.
The research was presented
Friday at the American Society
of Clinical Oncology’s annual
meeting in Chicago.
Using data from hospitals, Dr. Todd
Yezefski of Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center in Washington found
that a total of about $12,345 was spent
a month on the cancer patients in his
study who lived in western Washington, whereas the monthly spending for
British Columbia patients was $6,195.
Care varied slightly for the two groups.
American doctors ordered chemotherapy more often than the Canadian
doctors did, but that may have been
because the US patients were a little
younger as a group than the Canadian patients, Yezefski said. But most
everything else was the same, and
while American patients’ treatment
was twice as expensive, these patients
didn’t live any longer than the Canadians.
American patients in western Washington with advanced colorectal cancer
survived about 21.4 months with treatment; in British Columbia, it was 22.1
months. This survival time is consistent with this kind of cancer.
“This is the first study that we know of
that has looked at something like this
that showed cost, utilization and outcome, and we’d love to get more data

to know more detail about doctor visits
and use of radiation and surgery so we
could understand this even further,”
said Yezefski, a senior fellow in the
Clinical Research Division at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
and Division of Medical Oncology at
the University of Washington.
The research has its limitations, he
noted. It is based on a small number
of patients -- 1,622 in Canada and 575
in Washington -- and looks only at one
kind of disease, but Yezefski believes

there is a larger lesson here.
“The one thing we think we can take
from this is that the government sets
the prices for what they pay for chemotherapy and for the drugs involved
in this treatment in British Columbia,”
he said. “In the US, price is really set
by the market and what pharmaceutical companies are charging. We think
if Medicare, being the largest payer
for medication, could negotiate drugs
prices, the cost could go down overall,
even for what private insurance pays.”
Under current policy, the US Health
and Human Services secretary is
explicitly forbidden from negotiating
directly with drug makers on behalf of
people enrolled in Medicare Part D,
the program’s prescription plan. Medicare accounted for 29% of spending at
drugstores in 2016. President Donald
Trump has repeatedly criticized the
policy, and most Americans want it
changed, according to a recent poll.
“Americans do spend considerably
more than other countries on health
care, in large part because we have
high prices not only on drugs but all
throughout the health care system,”
said William Dow, the Kaiser Permanente Endowed Chair in Health Policy
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and Management at the University of
California, Berkeley and interim dean
at the School of Public Health. He did
not work on the new research but has
undertaken similar scholarship.
He finds Yezefski’s presentation
interesting. “When you see double
the spending like you do in this case,
that’s pretty striking,” Dow said. He
added that the results are consistent
with other research into why Americans pay so much more.
“Prices drive the difference,” he said.
Janet Currie, Princeton University’s Henry Putnam Professor
of Economics and Public Affairs,
and chairwoman of the Department of Economics, agree on the
importance of the new research.
“I think it’s important for
Americans to understand that
we do pay higher prices for most
everything in the US health care
system.”
Currie, who did not work on the
new presentation but has done similar
research, said there are a few other
factors that drive the high price of US
health care.
One is a lack of price transparency. A
lot of the time, patients don’t know
what they’re paying for until they get
the bill. Prices at hospitals vary wildly,
sometimes even in the same ZIP code.
If patients knew what things cost, they
might shop around for a better price,
and that might encourage hospitals to
charge less.
Second, administrative costs of health
care are high, sometimes accounting for 25% of US hospital spending,
studies show -- more than twice what
hospitals in Canada spends. This is
in part because the American health
care system is fractured, meaning a
doctor’s office spends a lot of time on
administrative tasks like filling out paperwork and chasing insurance companies to get paid. Canadian hospitals
get a lump-sum budget that covers the
costs of care.
Unless there is a major overhaul of the
economic health care system, government projections show, the high costs
of care in the US will only get higher.
q

More than just great products — me+™ brings you the
tools and advice to help you make life with an ostomy
completely your own.

me+™
care

me+™
support

me+™
answers

me+™
community

Products, supplies
and advice for
the first few weeks
at home.

Live nurses by
phone or email for
any questions you
may have.

An in-depth
resource covering
everything ostomy.

Inspiring stories
and ideas from
others living with an
ostomy.

Join for free and start receiving all the benefits of me+™.
Enrolling is easy, simply call 1-800-465-6302 or visit www.convatec.ca.
*Model portrayal
AP-018657-CA

All trademarks are property of their respective owners. © 2018 ConvaTec Inc.
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NEW PATIENTS’
CORNER

RETURNING TO WORK

Most people with ostomies return to their jobs after
surgery. Though absence of work can be frustrating and
isolating, you must allow sufficient time (usually 3 - 6
months) to recover fully from your operation. Deciding when
to return to work should be determined by you, your doctor
or surgeon, and your ET nurse. Bear in mind that it takes time
to regain former stamina, even for a desk job. You might want
to consider discussing with your employer the possibility of
part time shifts for a week or two to ease back into your duties.
If your job requires very heavy lifting, climbing, or similar
physical demands, you may need to discuss modifications in
duties. Your surgeon and your ET nurse can help you assess
your fitness level. If you are required to undergo chemo and/
or radiation, it’s best not to try to work during treatment.
Even a mild chemo protocol will leave you more susceptible
to colds, flu and other common ailments that circulate
throughout the workplace. As well, treatments are tiring -you need all your energies to recover your health.
Private bathroom facilities should be available to you at
work, with reasonable allowances made for more time spent
in the facilities, if needed. (Although, if you were frequently
going to the bathroom before surgery, you may find that
you make LESS trips now than before. Sometimes even an
ostomy has its perks.)
It’s wise to keep a basic change kit in your desk, or
lunch box, glove box, fanny pack etc. -- any place you can
conveniently keep a spare pouch and/or flange, some tissue
or wipes, and a spare clip. If you require paste, preps etc,
these should be in your kit as well. If you have a place to keep
them, a spare pair of trousers can save your day in the event
of an accident. Even if you never need to use them, emergency
supplies will give you peace of mind.

Why do some people get leaks and others
very few or none at all?

WHICH KIND OF POUCH AND BARRIER?
IF . . .

CONSIDER . . .

Your stoma is round and is
not changing in size

Pre-sized Skin Barriers

Your stoma is oval or is
still changing in size

Cut-to-fit Skin Barriers

Your drainage is liquid, soft
soft or mushy			

FlexWear, Durahesive,
Extra Extended Wear

Your drainage is more formed
or you change your skin barrier
more often			

SoftFlex, Assura,
ActiveLife

You want something very easy
and flexible

One-Piece Pouches

You want to change your pouch
more often than your skin
barrier

Two-Piece Pouches

Your discharge is infrequent
(one or two times a day)

Closed Pouches

Your discharge is frequent		

Drainable Pouches

Your stoma sticks out, you		
have a deep crease, or a hernia

Flat Skin Barriers

Your stoma does not stick out,
your skin is soft, or you have a
slight crease in your skin

Convex Skin Barriers

Your discharge is more formed
and you have gas

Filtered Pouches

You want to easily see your stoma Clear Pouches
or the pouch contents
You do not want to see your
stoma or the pouch contents

Beige Pouches

You want to lock the two-		
piece flanges without
pressing on your tummy

Floating Flanges

You are sensitive to tape		

Tapeless Skin Barriers

too short. But despite their best efforts, the healing process
is not always 100% predictable. Ideally, the stoma should
protrude one half inch to an inch from your body. If it is
shorter than this, it will be difficult for waste of any type to
exit the body and fall cleanly into the bag. Stomas that are
too short or flush with the skin should have a convex flange.
This is a faceplate that is formed in such a manner that when
applied, it gently pushes the peristomal skin down, giving
your stoma more of a chance to expell waste into the bag
rather than under the flange.

Lumpy tummy. Lots of us have lumps, bumps, cellulite,
Your stoma may be too short. Most surgeons will try to stretch marks, old scars, pot bellies, dimples and hair plus
give you a stoma of reasonable length -- not too long, not we gain weight and we lose weight. All that can add up to
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Ostomy Clinic
Call: 604-992-4590
Free Ostomy Nurse Consulation / Free Samples / Free delivery

Open Six Days a Week
Provider for: Pharmacare / NIHB / ICBC / Work Safe BC / DVA /
Blue Cross Green Shield / Manulife / Sun Life etc.

Rated A+ by BBB.
WE CARRY:

Tel: 604-992-4590 Fax: 604-941-2393
130-3030 Lincoln Ave
Coquitlam, BC V3B 6B4
Office hours: Mon- Fri 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

quite a challenge for the best of products. A flange sticks best
to an even, flat surface so if you have an irregular tummy you
may need to even it out with paste, or if things still won’t stick
consider Eakin seals. Men need to carefully shave abdominal
hair around the stoma.
Some stomas are harder to manage than others. Sometimes
the placement of the stoma is in a difficult spot, ie too
low for an overweight patient to properly see, or too high
where clothing interferes. Sometimes they are placed too
close to folds of skin, or to the navel, or other irregular areas
of the abdomen. Ostomies should be sited by a qualified
enterostomal (ET) nurse prior to surgery but sometimes
this is not possible. Surgeries may be done on an emergency
basis (ie rupture, serious injury to the bowels) or the patient
may not have had access to ET personnel in their area. A
poorly placed stoma will require more care and vigilance to
avoid leaks. Consider using an ostomy belt.
Are you emptying often enough? Weight on the flange can
increase the risk of a leak. Empty before your pouch is a
third full, or sooner if you can.
How active are you? When you get home after surgery,
you will want to rest and sleep. It stands to reason that a
lot of lying down will increase the chances of waste staying
near the top of the bag and getting under the flange. As you
become physically active again, some positions that involve
bending or twisting can cause a flange or bag to loosen or
pop off. Consider using paste or Eakin seals under the flange,
tape around the outer edges, or an ostomy belt.

Is your changing technique correct? You can forget what you
learned in hospital, or misunderstand, or think you have it
down pat and get careless. Or you may have been in a hospital
with no ET staff and minimal post-op ostomy training. It’s
wise to see a qualified ET a few weeks after your surgery for
review of appliance management and correction of any poor
techniques you may have fallen into. ET clinics are listed in
the back of this newsletter.
EDUCATE YOURSELF ABOUT PRODUCTS!! There
are many different brands and models out there -- you
don’t have to stay with the same brand and model you were
discharged with!! Some brands fit some patients better than
others. Vancouver has excellent and knowledgable suppliers
of ostomy products -- see their ads in this publication. Phone
them and discuss your needs and concerns. Don’t put up
with an appliance model that isn’t right for you. q

Tips & Tricks
If you find your stoma gurgles a
lot, try this: at mealtime eat the
solid foods first, and then take
your beverages. (Don’t eliminate
beverages though)!
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Are Pouch Liners
Really Flushable and
Biodegradable? (Material taken from
veganostomy.ca with permission of Eric Polsinelli, Apr
13/18)
by Muffy Truscott, Regina Chapter

Any person with an ostomy produces
a certain amount of product waste,
discarding wafers, pouches, faceplates,
tape, and all sorts of minor accessories
in addition to pouch disposal waste.
Some people, usually ileostomates,
have drainable pouches. These are
probably the most environmentally
friendly option which results in the
least amount of refuse as the pouch
can be emptied over and over and
worn for several days at a time. Many
other ostomates, usually those with
a colostomy, use a closed-end pouch
which as a general rule has to be
discarded after a day, depending on
the frequency of one’s bowel movements. In the last few years, with the
introduction of pouch liners, many
people turned to these as a way to
economize because with the insertion
of a liner, the closed-end pouch can be

used over and over again. These liners
are thin and inexpensive with claims
to be “flushable.” One manufacturer
even goes so far as to say theirs are
biodegradable. All in all, anything that
can be flushed will certainly be more
convenient as well as environmentally
friendly, creating less garbage in the
landfill.
For those of you who don’t know
him, Eric Polsinelli, the creator of the
website veganostomy.ca, set out to
discover whether or not the claims
of the manufacturers of pouch liners
were true as to whether or not their
product is flushable and/or biodegradable. His research is much more
extensive than reported here (please
visit veganostomy.ca for a full report).

He first scoured the manufacturers’
websites to find information as to the
composition of the liners but was unable to exactly determine the material
makeup of the product from these
searches. More research revealed little
about how biodegradable the liners
are or about how much time it would
take the pouch liners to disintegrate in
the sewer system. Eric then took what
information he had to an official in his
municipality in the water and sewer
department who stated:
“A majority of flushable products are
not flushable and cause maintenance
issues within the collection system
(plugging) and at our pumping
stations (fouling impellors), as well
as increasing the landfill materials

The Original Compounding Pharmacy, Serving Vancouver Since 1928

• Prescription Filling
• Specialized Compounding
• Free Delivery (minimum purchase may apply)
• Wound & Skin Care
• Diabetes Care
• Orthopedic Supports & Fittings
• Lymphedema & Mastectomy Supplies

NEW SERVICE!

Ostomy Consultation with WOC
Nurses Lauren Wolfe, Bethany
Thomas and Allyson Hankins now
available
Call for Appointment
604-872-2662 ext 1
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• Medical Equipment Rentals & Sales
• Compression Stockings (off the shelf and 		
custom made)
• Specialized Nutritionals & Feeding Supplies
• We accept all 3rd Party Insurance Programs
including Pharmacare, Vet. Affairs,
Indian Affairs, WCB, ICBC Claims
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 am - 6pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Sundays & Holiday CLOSED
746 West Broadway
Pharmacy & Medical Supplies
(604) 872 - 2662
www.macdonaldsrx.com

screened out at our plants.”
“We do not recommend flushing anything other than human waste and toilet paper.”
Further, his research shows that in some communities
many so-called flushable products are causing chaos in the
municipal water treatment and sewer systems.
Eric even tried an experiment where he immersed a pouch
liner in water, to simulate the liner in a sewer system, but
many days later the liner was still very much intact.
Many of us wouldn’t go to the lengths that Eric did in determining whether the manufacturers’ claims are valid or
not. But we should always be cautious about these claims
and demand evidence of their veracity. Ultimately, though,
it is the responsibility of the manufacturers to make truthful claims about their products.*The bottom line for us is
not to stop using the liners as they’re still an economical
option but to be cautious about flushing!!
(Material taken from veganostomy.ca with permission of Eric Polsinelli, Apr 13/18)
by Muffy Truscott, Regina Chapter

* Editor’s Note: We had a lively discussion at one of our meetings a few months back regarding biodegradeable items. The
upshot is, to be able to break down, these materials need oxygen
and they aren’t going to get that immersed in water, nor will
they break down in an airtight landfill. Liners of this type are
compostable but it would be inadviseable to use that compost
for vegetable gardens. At the end of the day, if liners save you
money and enhance your quality of life, keep using them. Just
don’t flush them. Recycle everything else you can to make up
for the extra garbage you create. Read and watch the complete
Veganostomy research on this here: https://www.veganostomy.ca/are-pouch-liner-flushable/

“We’re small enough to know you,
large enough to serve you”
Macdonald’s Presecriptions #3 has been
taking care of the medical needs of our
clients for over 40 years. Not only can we
assist you with ostomy supplies, we have
many specialty supplies and services. Free
delivery is available.
ET Nurse Neal Dunwoody is available -call for appointment
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Ostomy Event aims to help Ostomates improve their quality of life
- Chris Hughan, Organising Committee

All ostomates living on the Lower Mainland
and North Shore, along with their families
and supporters, are invited to a day-long
event being held at the Medical Day Care
Gym at Lions Gate Hospital on Saturday
13 October between 9.45 am and 4.00 pm
(registration and breakfast refreshments
from 9.15 am).
The event, called “Ostomy Care - Widening Your Horizons”, is aimed at ostomates
of all ages and has been organised by specialist Ostomy nurses from the major hospitals across the region, along with ostomy
patient input.
Topics to be covered will include improving parastomal skin health; prevention and
management of parastomal hernias; diets
for ostimates; exercises to improve core
strength and improve overall fitness; inspiring patient stories; kids with ostomies
annual camp; and the latest products and
product developments. In a session towards
the end of the day guests will also have the
opportunity to ask an expert medical panel
about any ostomy related issues that are of
particular interest to them
The event, which follows a similar successful session three years ago - also held at Lions Gate Hospital - is being supported by

to help improve the quality of their lives,
to manage their unique health challenges
more effectively and, most importantly,
help them achieve their hopes, dreams and
aspirations. We look forward to welcoming
them to our event on 13 October”. q

all ostomy product suppliers, who will be
attending and happy to answer questions
about their products and services.
Representatives from the Vancouver United Ostomy Association Chapter
of Ostomy Canada Society will
also be in attendance to provide
Widening Your Horizons
information about the work of
Join our team of medical experts and ostomy suppliers in this event
the charity and the services it
designed to help people living with an ostomy to improve their quality
offers to those living with an osof life and manage their unique health challenges.
tomy locally and nationally.
Lunch buffet and morning and
afternoon refreshments are included and time has been set
aside for mixing with other
guests and viewing exhibits. Attendance is limited to 100 guests,
so early registration is advised.
Ostomates interested in attendSaturday October 13, 2018
ing should email ostomyevent@
Registration & Exhibits: 9:15 am (FREE)
vch.ca or call 604 984 5871 for
Program: 9:45 – 4:00 pm
For: Ostomy patients & their Supporters
more information or to register.
Lunch Buffet Provided
To register: email ostomyevent@vch.ca (limited to 100)
Commenting on the event, Oror Call 604 984 5871
ganising Committee Chair, RosePeristomal Skin: Keeping it healthy
mary Hill, says; “We have delibPrevention and Management: Parastomal Hernias
Personal stories: People living with an ostomy
erately called this year’s Ostomy
event ‘Ostomy Care - WidenProducts & Exhibitors: B Braun, Colomajic, Coloplast, Convatec, Hollister, Joeies,
Marlen, Medline, Ostomy Canada Society, Salts
ing Your Horizons’ because our
FOR MORE INFO CALL
overall objective is to give our
LIONS GATE HOSPITAL –
ROSEMARY @ 604-984-5871
MEDICAL DAY CARE GYM
guests the information they need

Ostomy Care

ET Nurse available by appointment
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We are your online source for ostomy products,
wound care supplies, dietary supplements and lifestyle advice.
We care for all of your lifestyle needs by providing:
Medical products from brands you trust.
Easy online ordering and customer support by
a product expert and fellow ostomate.
Option to pay using your Extended Medical
Insurance including BC Pharmacare and
Veteran Affairs.*

Access to an ET Nurse via Skype for private
medical advice.
Subscriber Benefits: get your preferred supplies
automatically shipped to you, when you need them.
High quality vitamins and supplements that will
help you feel better on the inside.

New to Inner Good?
SAVE 10%

Not so good
with computers?
No problem.

off your first purchase.

Call us at 1 (844) 466-3939

HERE'S HOW

and we will help you find and

Go to: innergood.ca and enter coupon code

order your products.

"firstpurchase" at the checkout.
FREE
SHIPPING
On Orders over $100

27105 Fraser Hwy, Aldergrove, BC V4W 3R2 Canada | 1.844.466.3939 | orders@innergood.ca

innergood.ca
This offer applies to all regular priced products that we carry and excludes sale items. Customers get 10% of their purchase of regular priced items.
This coupon cannot be combined with any other offers. Redeem this coupon by entering firstpurchase at checkout online. For assistance, email orders@innergood.ca or call 1.844.466.3939.
*Customers can pay using their extended medical insurance for prescription medical products and drugs.
Please note that some 3rd Party Insurers require customers to mail in their receipts for reimbursement however.
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Lancaster
SALES & RENTALS

We carry all Ostomy Appliance
Brands
• Wheel Chairs
• Walkers
• Bath Safety aids
• Incontinent Supplies

ET available by
appointment for
Wound, Ostomy
and Continence
Management

• Support Stockings
• Diabetic Supplies

FREE OSTOMY
DELIVERY!

873-8585
601 West Broadway, Vancouver

526-3331

582-9181

7487 Edmonds, Burnaby

13710-94A Avenue, Surrey

Ask a WOC nurse

- by Lauren Wolfe RN, BSN, CWOCN

“Can You Shower With an Ostomy
Pouch?”
The most common question I get asked post
op or in clinic is: How can I have a shower?
The answer is fairly simple: with your pouch
on or off. I recommend not showering with only a flange in
place as this may decrease your wear time.
Showering with your pouching system off:
On days that you are planning to change your pouching
system I would recommend that you remove the pouching
system, prior to showering or while in the shower. Unless
you have a very strong shower there is no concern in the
shower water touching your stoma so enjoy your shower.
If you wash your peristomal skin with soap make sure you
wash well to remove any soap residue as this may prevent
your new pouch from adhering to your skin. If your stoma
has been active during the shower no need to worry, just
wash your shower/bath as you usually would.
Showering with your pouching system on:
On days that you don’t change your pouch, there are many

105 - 111 East 3rd Street, North Vancouver • 604-971-5499
Business Hours: M - W: 10 am-6pm • Th: 10 am-7 pm
Fri: 10 am-6 pm • Sat: 11 am-4pm • Sun: Closed

LONDSDALE PHARMACY
WE NOW CARRY:
• Ostomy Supplies
• Catheter Supplies
• Free Delivery
• Easy Product Ordering
At Lonsdale & 3rd
Pharmacy your care is our
commitment. We strive
for excellence in ostomy
care through teamwork and
leadership. Mutual trust
and loyalty are important in
building a relationship that
may last a lifetime.

Seniors
Discount
Available
options available on the Internet to keep your pouch dry
and some of you will even saran wrap all around. I suggest
not wasting your money on these. There is no need for this
as your pouching system is designed to withstand water
and can get wet. The fabric/cover and or tape border will
get wet but a dry towel after can be used to pat it dry and
or a hair dryer on a low setting. If using a hair dryer be
very careful not to burn through the pouch as plastic can
melt with heat. Most pouching systems dry fairly quickly
if patted with a dry towel. If you have a pouch with a filter
remember some companies require you to cover the filter to
prevent it from getting wet.
If you have any other questions, check in with your Ostomy
nurse for more help q

Major thanks once again to
Nightingale and Mike Arab for
their generous donations of
ostomy supplies for the Friends
of Ostomates Worldwide
program!!
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Why are Surgeries Usually Scheduled early in the morning?
Fasting comes in to play- compliance
is higher if you over night fast versus
making some one fast from 0600.
Doctors will block out x amount of
time per week for surgeries as they
still do consulting etc on other days.
Surgery in the morning means patients
can often have visitors and spend ‘less
days’ as an inpatient. Morning shifts
tend to have lower ratios of patients to
nurses on surgical wards so there are
more hands on deck so to speak for the
post operative patients. Hospitals are
most heavily staffed during daytime
hours. They want you recovering when
there’s a full staff of nurses to attend to
you. If you have a surgery in the morning, you can get through the risky parts
of recovery during the day & then be
considered stable and safe at night.
It takes more time than you might
think to get patients ready to go for
elective surgery. They have to arrive,
be checked in by clerical staff, taken
into the theatre complex, seen by
nursing staff, changed, have premedication given, seen by the surgeons,
seen by the anaesthetist, possibly
have investigations done and lines
put in. This is all to facilitate a start
time of, say, 0800 The expectation
is that surgery will physically start at
this time (“knife-to-skin”). This fits in
with a general hospital working day of
roughly 0730-1730.
Consider a hospital with 14 theatres.
This means 14 “first on the list” patients have to go through this process.
But patients won’t necessarily arrive in
order. So maybe the first three might
arrive together. That’s 42 needing to
go through.
There can be delays at every stage of
the process. Patient wasn’t told they
needed to bring in their scans which
need to be chased. Patients late due to

an accident on the freeway. Patient has
unexpected severe hypertension on
admission. Dr Hotstuff is at an emergency and isn’t available to review the
patient yet. The consent paperwork is
out of date or lost and needs to be redone. All of this needs to be sorted out.
Given the staff and equipment, theatre time is extremely expensive and
extremely valuable. When you have a
manned and prepared theatre ready
to go, any time spent not utilising that
is incredibly wasteful. This is something that hospital administrators and
theatre staff are very keen to avoid.
Furthermore, lists are often packed as
full as they possibly can be to avoid the
situation of unused theatre time. This
means that any delays in the morning
lead to run on effects hours later. In
the worst case this might mean having
to cancel the last patient on this list.
Unhappy times for all.
So patients are asked to get in early to
allow sufficient time to get them ready
to start surgery and hopefully avoid
delays to start time.
For more complex surgery, patients
may be asked to get in even earlier.
There are a few reasons for this but
the main one is that the anaesthetic
part takes longer as the patient needs a
more complex assortment of lines and
monitoring to be set up and sited. For
example, cardiac surgery.
Lastly and most importantly, if something bad happens you would rather
have it happen during the day. For
example, heart surgeries would start
at 6-7 AM with the last case of the day
finishing at 4 PM at the latest. There is
a consensus among hospital workers
that having something bad happen at
night decreases your chances of a good
outcome. Skeletal staff lends itself to
less skill present. Imagine that you

- Reddit Forums

have a heart attack and come to the
ER in the middle of the night. The “A
plus” cardiologist is not going to be
there if he is there at all. If you needed
an emergency procedure called a heart
catheterization, the cardiologist would
most likely have to come in along with
a team that is called in. That’s an hour
before you’re on the table. Time is tissue. Depending on the severity of the
attack, you could be dead in this time.
Had the heart attack happened during
the day, the cath lab team and cardiologist would likely be close at hand. Using this example for surgery, if you roll
out of surgery before 10 AM, this gives
your body many hours to show health
care providers that something untoward is happening before most skilled
providers go home. If you have heart
surgery and come out at 5pm and develop a cardiac tamponade (a serious
bleed into the lining of the heart that
presses on the heart until it cannot
beat and death QUICKLY results) an
hour later without a surgeon present
within about 30 minutes you will die.
Most serious problems from surgery
will develop soon after the procedure
so you don’t want to finish near or
during the evening when there are less
resources in the event of an event.
Surgeons don’t just do surgery- they
also have office hours where they
see patients and supervise the care
of other patients in hospital. It is far
easier to take care of responsibilities in
one location all at one time, then move
to the other location for the remainder of the day. As most surgeons (and
most patients!) prefer to work when
well rested with plenty of energy and
mental focus they schedule the most
demanding aspects of their job early
in the day and have their office hours
later. q
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YOUTH CAMP LETTERS, cont. from page 1

games we played. All the volunteers at camp
were so kind! Not every kid is lucky enough
to get to go to camp so I feel very blessed!
Thank you, thank you, thank you!
Sincerely,
A Grateful Camper
Hi Sandra,
My daughter wanted to say a big THANK
YOU to you and the Vancouver Chapter supporters whose generosity enabled her to go to
summer camp for the very first time. It was
also her first time away from home, an experience made more exciting by taking a plane ride
without adult supervision.
What she liked most about camp was meeting
other campers who also had bowel-related issues. Here at home, her cecostomy is a closely
guarded secret and she would prefer to keep
it that way. Meeting other campers, some of
whom also had a cecostomy, was an eye-opener. Up until she went to camp, she had never
met anyone else with a cecostomy! Overall,
she had such a good experience, she would
recommend camp to anyone!
Among all the activities offered at camp, she
enjoyed the ropes courses and rock climbing
wall the most. She was looking forward to
rafting day, but unfortunately, due to unexpectedly high water levels, the rafts unintentionally
drifted down the river. No rafting was possible
that day.
The Counsellors and Adult Volunteers were all
friendly and fun. Some of the Adult Volunteers
spoke about their health issues. My daughter
used the “Magic Circle” camp tradition to
publicly speak about her cecostomy for the
first time EVER! She learned about other
people’s struggles with their ostomies. One of
the campers from Alberta spoke about being
bullied at school for having a cecostomy which
only served to reinforce my daughter’s fear
about being “discovered” or “outed”.
To those supporters who have been so generous, enabling my daughter to go to camp, she
is very, very grateful! Having missed grade 6
camp last year due to recovery from surgery,
and hearing from her classmates that camp was
the highlight of their elementary school years,
she felt that Ostomy Camp made up for the
experience. In fact, she is quite sure that she
was able to see and do more at Ostomy Camp

than her classmates
did at their camp.
She felt “normal”
among all the other
campers, something
she would not be able
to experience anywhere else. And yes,
absolutely, she would
be interested in going
to camp again!
Thank you, Sandra!
Sincerely,
An appreciative paent

What I liked most about camp was the leaders,
activities, food and all the other people at the
camp...everyone was really friendly. The only
way I would improve the camp was to make it
longer. My favorite activities were high ropes,
white water rafting, the dance and rock climbing. This year was the perfect weather. It was
about 25 degrees and we didn’t get any rain!!
The counsellors and volunteers were amazing.
They always wanted to make sure we were
doing okay. They also were good listeners and
seemed to be happy all the time. I appreciate the donations that came in for me to go to
the ostomy camp. It is really expensive and
I wouldn’t have been able to go without their
help. THANK YOU!! I would love to go back
to Camp next summer but I’ve now graduated.
I am thinking of coming back as a volunteer. I
had a great time and I will miss going to Camp
if I don’t.
Thanks again,
Brayden
The camp was nothing what I expected....
Everyone was extremely welcoming to a new
camper and very nice all throughout the week.
Fun outdoor activities where also a highlight.
Counselors and camp staff where fun and
friendly. I’d like to thank you for such a eye
opening week. Camps like this do alot of good
for alot of people.
Thanks again,
Cam
I loved the camp because I learned more about
what other kids have like me.
I Loved hearing from the volunteers that they
had what I have and I could see what my
future holds- I could be like them and volunteer
one day. So cool!
Magic circle - loved hearing from all the kids
and Sharing. Came back feeling more positive
about my situation.
Loved the dance. Food was delicious!
It’s a great camp because you can relate on a
personal level with all the kids.
Nikki
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Hi Sandra,
Nikki had such a wonderful time. As a parent
it was hard to see her get on that plane the first
time without me! But getting a message from
her by the second day that it was “really fun”
made it all worth it. It was so well organized
(thank you!), the councillors and volunteers
she can’t stop talking about and being with
the other kids who have similar challenges is
life changing. I knew it was something special
when she messaged me on the last day, “I’m
having so much fun I’m gonna cry when i have
to leave”. It’s been such a tough year for her
having the surgeries and painful recovery but
having the chance to talk about it with others
who truly understand made her feel she is
not alone. I can see this camp has had such a
positive impact on her emotional and physical
well-being...new friendships and being outside
and active in a beautiful setting. She came
home so happy!
Thank you,
Kim (Nikki’s mom)
Hi Sandra,
I have been lucky enough to get to go to
Ostomy camp the past 2 years, and it has been
one of the best experiences of my life. Having
Crohn’s disease and an ileostomy has definitely
limited my activities and opportunities, but
camp gave that back to me. It provides a safe
and accepting place for those of us who have
health issues to participate in camp activities
and feel like ‘normal’ kids. My favorite part
about camp is the people I have met. Although
we don’t all have the same health issues, everyone has a similar understanding and respect
for each other’s experiences and challenges.
My friends at home try their best to understand
what I’m going through, but being able to talk
to people who have had some of the exact
same tests, surgeries, complications, or even
the same doctors and nurses is really special.
The councillors are also amazing. Even though
most of them don’t have ostomies or health
issues, they are just as accepting and interested
to learn about the everyday challenges we face.
They
become
as good of
friends as
the other
campers do. I
would
100% recommend
Ostomy
camp, or
even any
Easter
Seals
camp to
anyone
cont. page 22

Be yourself.
Feel secure
The NEW Brava® Protective Ring improves appliance fit.
It is designed to protect against leakage and protect the skin.
The Brava Protective Ring is used to seal gaps between your stoma and baseplate.
Its polymer formulation has special benefits:

Dual-protection

Easy to handle

The ring protects against leakage
because it’s output resistant. It protects
the skin by absorbing moisture and
leaving minimal residue behind.

The ring is easy to shape, fits snugly
around the stoma and can be applied
over uneven skin. It will stay securely in
place, yet can be removed easily.

NEW

Learn more and get free sample at 1-866-293-6346

The Coloplast logo is a registered trademark of Coloplast A/S. © 2016-09 All rights reserved Coloplast A/S
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www.coloplast.ca
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LETTERS, cont. from page 20

facing these challenges in life. It really helped
me accept myself and be more confident, as well
as become more comfortable in sharing my stories with people at home. I would love to return
to camp for a third year, but I am unfortunately
too old. I will definitely return as a volunteer
when I am able to, because they also provide
support and set an example for living your best
adult life with an ostomy.
Thank you so much, you have honestly changed
my life.
- Jessica Hartwig, 19

Want to help sponsor a child to attend camp in 2019?
A donation cheque can be made out to:
UOA Vancouver Chapter
Mail to: UOAC Vancouver Chapter
Box 74570 Postal Station G
Vancouver, BC V6K 4P4
Remember to include your mailing address to receive a tax receipt
for donations of $20 or more.
THANK YOU!
(Please note on the memo line that your donation is for the
Wendy Irvine Youth Fund)

Hi Sandra,
Jessi had a wonderful time at camp this year.
She has sent you an email herself, but I want to
also respond from the parent perspective. I am
so thankful for the opportunity that this camp provides. It actually makes me tear up just writing
this email right now! The chance to connect with other kids who have had some of the same challenges, is really important. These kids have had experiences that are so different from kids their
age - pain, body altering surgeries, missed school, stopped sports, missed adolescent experiences/
opportunities, lost friends, have been judged, some have been bullied, have had to hide things,
or explain things, have been in infectious isolation in hospital for months on end, poked/prodded..... It is a unique experience to be able to connect with others who have experienced the same
things! To share, be open, question, etc. I think these will be friendships that Jessi will have for
life. Within a short week, they formed bonds of trust and shared vulnerabilities that they might
not have shared with anyone else. The chance to talk about private, intimate subjects with a great
group of volunteers is also so beneficial. Who else talks about physical intimacy or pregnancy or
embarrassing dating experiences or positive/supportive experiences? It is so reassuring for the
youth to see and hear from the volunteers who share their time and their experiences. It sounds
like such a well run, well supported program. The events, the chances to share, the physical
sports, the beautiful space.... and most importantly the people.
I wish we didn’t live so far away and I could more easily attend one of your meetings to thank you
in person. I wish Jessi lived close enough to any ostomy support group..... but we live up North
which is why this camp is even more crucial.
Have a great summer and thanks again,
- Suzanne (mother of Jessica Hartwig) q

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR DONORS WHO
SUPPORTED THE OSTOMY YOUTH CAMP!
All donations, large and small, make a
difference. Below are a list of some of our
supporters:
Jennifer Irvine
Chilliwack & Area Ostomy Association
Barbara Brown
Ethyl MacIntosh
Patricia Lowe
Zach Johnson
Tad Hayashi
Barbara Elder
Alvin Ashcroft
Ed Lee
Gordon Blad
Yoshiro Arai
Greg Van Vugt

VISITOR REPORT
Colostomy
2
Ileostomy
2
Urostomy
1
Other		
1
TOTAL
6

Best Golf Caddy Responses

Thanks to the excellent visiting crew for
this reporting period: Bill Albinson, Joy
Jones, Deb Rooney, Sally Martens and
Trevor Mendham. Referrals came from
Vancouver General and Lion’s Gate hospitals, MacDonalds Pharmacy, Ostomy
Care & Supply and from independent
inquiries.

Golfer: “Do you think my game is improving?”
Caddy: “Yes . . . You miss the ball much closer now.”

A warm welcome is extended to
new members:
Karen Hooey
Anne-Marie Vorkampff

Golfer: “I think I’m going to drown myself in the lake.”
Caddy: “Think you can keep your head down that long?”
Golfer: “I’d move heaven and earth to break 100 on this course.”
Caddy: “Try heaven, you’ve already moved most of the earth.”

Golfer: “Do you think I can get there with a 5 iron?”
Caddy: “Eventually.”
Golfer: “Please stop checking your watch all the time. It’s too much of a distraction.”
Caddy: “It’s not a watch - it’s a compass.”
Golfer: “How do you like my game?”
Caddy: “It’s very good - personally, I prefer golf.”
Golfer: “This is the worst course I’ve ever played on.”
Caddy: “This isn’t the golf course. We left that an hour ago.”
Golfer: “That can’t be my ball, it’s too old.”
Caddy: “It’s been a long time since we teed off, sir.”
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HOSPITALS WITH ET NURSES LOWER MAINLAND
Not all hospitals offer out-patient
clinics - call for information

ROYAL COLUMBIAN Hospital
New Westminster
Tel (604) 520-4292
Heather McMurtry, RN, ET
Susan Andrews, RN, ET, Lucy Innes, RN, ET

ABBOTSFORD REGIIONAL HOSPITAL
Abbotsford
Donna Tyson, RN, ET
Tel (604) 851-4700 Ext 642213
Paula Taylor, RN, ET

ST. PAUL’S HOSPITAL
Vancouver
1081 Burrard Street
Tel: 604-682-2344 ext 62917
Bethany Thomas , RN, BScN. WOCC(C)
Gwen Varns, RN, BSN, NSWOC
Heidi Sugita, RN BSN, NSWOC
Joanne Lau, RN BSN, NSWOC
Shairose Esmail RN BSN, NSWOC
Mauricio Gomez Escobar RN, BSN, NSWOC

BURNABY GENERAL
Burnaby General Hospital
Kristina Cantafio RN, BSN, IIWCC, WOCN
Janel Diewert RN, BSN, WOCN Student
604.412.6352
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
Vancouver
Amie Nowak, BSN, RN, ET
4480 Oak Street
Tel (604) 875-2345 Local 7658
CHILLIWACK GENERAL HOSPITAL
Chilliwack
Jacqueline Bourdages, RN
Tel 604-795-4141
Local 614447
EAGLE RIDGE HOSPITAL
Port Moody
Amber Gagnier RN, BSN, CWOCN (Tues, Fri)
T 604-469-3082
Pg 604-450-6980
LANGLEY MEMORIAL
Langley
Katie Jensen, RN, BSN, ET
Tel (604) 534-4121
LION’S GATE HOSPITAL
North Vancouver
Rosemary Hill BSN CWOCN CETN(C) (Mon. - Fri)
Annemarie Somerville RN, ET (Mon, Tuesday,
Wednesday)
VCH - Coastal - Lions Gate Hospital
Office:: 604 984 5871
Cell: 604 788 2772
PEACE ARCH HOSPITAL
White Rock
Misty Stephens, RN, ET
Tel (604) 535-4500
Local 757687
RICHMOND GENERAL HOSPITAL
Richmond
Maria Torres, RN, ET Tel 604-278-9711
RIDGE MEADOWS HOSPITAL
Maple Ridge
Amber Gagnier RN, BSN, CWOCN
(Mon, Wed, Thurs)
T 604-466-7915
C 604-613-6820
F 604-463-1887

SURREY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Surrey
604 588 3328
Kathy Neufeld CWOCN (Mon-Thurs)
Jordan Goertz ET (Tues – Fri)
Lisa Peacey WOCN (Mon-Fri)
Heidi David WON (Tue/Fri)
LauraJean Devries WOCN (Mon/Wed/Fri)

NIGHTINGALE MEDICAL SUPPLIES
(8 LOCATIONS)
Vancouver:
Kent Street: 604-879-9101
West Broadway: 604-563-0422
Susie Stein ET/ Gino Lara ET, Helen Kim WOCN ET
Langley: 604-536 4061
Katie Jensen, ET, Laura Jean DeVries WOCN
Donna Tyson, WOCN, Meggan Chung, ET (maternity leave)
White Rock: 604-427-1988, Laura Jean DeVries,
WOCN
Coquitlam: 604-941-9985
Victoria: (250) 475-0007 Maureen Mann ET
Kamloops: (250) 377-8844 Monica Stegar ET
Vernon: (250) 545-7033
Lani Williston ET, Dawn Lypchuk ET
OSTOMY CARE & SUPPLY CENTRE
2004 8th Ave. New Westminster
(604) 522-4265
Andy Manson, RN, ET, NCA
Arden Townshend, RN, ET
Marty Willms, MN, WOC, IIWCC
Lucy Innes, RN, ET
Lisa Abel, RN, WOC
Misty Stephens, RN, ET
Website: http://www.myostomycare.com/
Toll-free: 1-888-290-6313

VANCOUVER GENERAL HOSPITAL
Vancouver
855 West 12th Avenue
Tel (604) 875-5788
Lauren Wolfe, RN, CWOCN
Helen Kim, RN, WOCN
Erin Schmid, RN, ET student
Tim Henderson, RN, ET student
Jeff Wang, RN, IIWCC, ET student
Allyson Hankins, RN, ET student

OSTOMY OUT-PATIENT CLINICS
Post-surgical follow up and
consultation

LIFE CARE MEDICAL OSTOMY
Coquitlam
130 - 3030 Lincoln Avenue
Tel (604 941-5433
Maria Kim , RN, ET (weekdays after 4:00 pm,
Saturdays 9:00am - 4:00pm
Maple Ridge
1 - 22722 Lougheed Highway
Tel 604-481-5433
Neal Dunwoody, WOCN
Call for appointment, Saturdays
MACDONALD’S PRESCRIPTIONS
Vancouver #2
Fairmont Building 746 West Broadway
Vancouver, BC V5Z 1G8
(604) 872-2662 ext 1
Lauren Wolfe, RN, WOCN, Bethany Thomas, RN,
WOCN, Allyson Hankins, RN, WOCN
Call for appointment: 604-484-6319

REGENCY #6
Vancouver
Neal Dunwoody, WOCN
1144 Burrard St.
Call for ET appointment (across from St. Paul’s)
Tel: 604-688-4644
COMMUNITY CARE NURSING (Ambulatory and
Home Care). New and Existing ostomies requiring
possible nursing support: self, family, care giver,
GP referred.
Vancouver Community Central Intake:
604-263-7377
Richmond Continuing Care : 604-278-3361
Sea to Sky Community Health : 1-877-892-2231
North Shore Community Health : 604-986-7111
Lakeside Medicine Centre
Kelowna
112A 2365 Gordon Drive
Pam Mayor RN BSN CETN (C)
Kristi Kremic RN BSN CETN
Linda Penney RN BSN CETN
Call for appointment: 250-860-3100
F: 250-860-3104
1-800-222-9002 Toll Free
Web: www.lakesidepharmacy.ca

Vancouver #3
2188 West Broadway, Vancouver
Neal Dunwoody, WOCN
Call for appointment: 604-738-0733

ET Nurses - Many of you work at more than one site, or may have changed worksites.
Please help keep me current and send updates to: autodraw@shaw.ca
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MEMBERSHIP / RENEWAL APPLICATION
United Ostomy Association Vancouver Chapter

Membership is open to all persons interested in ostomy rehabilitation and welfare. The following information is kept strictly confidential.

Please enroll me as a ___ new ___ renewal member of the United Ostomy Association Vancouver Chapter.
I am enclosing my annual membership dues of $30.00. I wish to make an additional contribution of $ ____________ , to
support the programs and activities of the Vancouver Chapter and the national Ostomy Canada Society. Any donations of
$20 or more will receive a tax receipt.

Name ___________________________________________________ Phone _______________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ Postal Code _________________ Year of Birth ________
email (if applicable): _____________________________________________________________________
Type of surgery: _____ Colostomy _____Urostomy _____ Ileostomy ____ Internal Pouch _____ N/A
May we welcome you by name in our newsletter? ____ OK ____ I’d rather not
Additional contributions of $20 or more are tax deductible. Please make cheque payable to the UOA Vancouver Chapter
and mail to: Membership Coordinator, 405 - 1488 Hornby Street, Vancouver BC V6Z 1X3
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